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I. Introduction to the Bushwick Food Cooperative 
The Coop unites all people in a mission to bring affordable, healthy, responsibly produced foods to the 
Bushwick community. The Coop believes in democracy and cooperation, and in helping each Member 
grow, learn, and support one another. Every Member has an equal voice. The Coop supports organic, 
local, sustainable, fair-trade, ethical farms and businesses. 
 
Not-for-Profit 
The Bushwick Food Coop is incorporated under the New York State Not-for-Profit Cooperative 
Corporation Law, which means we are a not-for-profit; however, we are not a 501c3, nor are we tax 
exempt. We are all invested in keeping costs low and working together in order to invest more in our store 
and build community. Therefore, the more members and organizers we have, the better the Coop can 
run, and the stronger the community is. 
 
History 
The first meeting of the Bushwick Food Coop was held in the spring of 2009 by a group of Bushwick 
neighbors after a conference on urban agriculture at the Bushwick Public Library.  In the spring of 2010, 
the Coop began running as a buyer’s club, open only to Members. In February of 2012, the Coop moved 
into its current space at The Loom, and began operating as a store, open to Members and also to the 
public.  
 

II. Manual Purpose and Introduction 

This manual is a guide to the Coop, coverings the basics of Membership, Committee work, operations 
and governance. It is intended to be a tool to enable greater Membership participation in the Coop, to 
foster greater transparency, to formalize how the Coop works and to be a framework for guiding greater 
democracy in effective and efficient decision making. The bylaws, the Employee Manual, the Store 
Procedures Handbook, the Store Policies Guide,  and the Rochdale Principles are companions to this 
manual.  
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III. Member Responsibilities and Privileges 
The Members are the owners of the Coop, and therefore have responsibilities and privileges outlined 
below:  
 
Member Responsibilities 
Members are responsible for paying their membership fees and putting in at least four hours of work in 
one or more of the following ways: 

● In-store work shifts: Our day-to-day store responsibilities are carried out by Members and 
overseen by our managers. For more information on in-store work, please see refer to the 
Member Area on our website. 

● Committee work: The structural work involved in carrying out the Coop’s operations is divided 
amongst our Committees. Committees are run by Members and carry out responsibilities outlined 
by the Membership. New Committees may be created by the Membership or the Board of 
Directors. For more information on Committees, please see section V. Committee Structures. 

● Meeting attendance: Members may attend meetings within any part of the Coop. The Coop also 
holds monthly Meetings that concern the Membership as a whole, which all members are 
encouraged to attend. For more information on these Monthly Meetings, please see section XX. 

 
Member Privileges 
Members receive the following privileges: 

● Member prices at a lower markup of 30% 
● Voting rights 
● Special ordering at membership markup (12-24%)  

 
Member Fees 
The joining Membership fee is $50. An annual fee of $25 is due every April for four years after joining. If a 
Member's status becomes inactive, the Member does not owe fees during this inactive period. 
 
The Coop offers fee reductions on a case-by-case basis decided by the Membership Committee. 
Accepted reduced fee documents: EBT card, SSI, Medicaid, WIC, Family Health Plus and Child Health 
Plus, Section 8 Housing subsidy, Advantage Program (Fixed Income, Worker or Children’s Advantage) 
issued by ACS or HRA or DHS, or a copy of the Member’s most recent tax return. 
 
Work Exemptions 
Work exemption is defined as the inability to do any store shift or committee work from home (for 
example: extended hospital stay, debilitating illness, prescribed drugs for an injury that decrease 
function).  
 
Work-exempt Members will receive a proxy shopping card, which they can give to any person of their 
choosing who will be able to shop for them at the coop. (Until this is created, the Member is to call the 
store to inform a manager of who will be shopping for them.) 
 
Reduced Work Requirements 
The Coop offers reduced monthly hours to parents on parental leave (defined as one year from birth or 
adoption of a child), and those with disabilities (as defined in the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990), 
and on a case by case basis decided by the Membership Committee. Household memberships are 
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granted to couples with children, where one or both parents can satisfy the total, four-hour work 
requirement each month. Single parents have a reduced work requirement of two hours per month. 
 
Membership Holds 
Members can put their account on hold if they will be unable to work for at least one month. Members 
may not shop at Member prices while their account is on hold. No retroactive holds are allowed, unless 
granted by the Membership Committee due to extenuating circumstances. 
 
Membership Database Status Definitions 
Active – Members are up to date on hours and can shop at member prices.  
Work-alert – Members owe between four and eight hours and can shop at member prices.  
Suspended – members owe more than eight hours but less than sixteen and cannot shop at member 
prices.  
Inactive – Members owe more than sixteen hours and cannot shop at member prices.  
 
Sharing Member Hours 

● Members may “bank” hours by saving any hours worked beyond the 4 hour a month work 
requirement, and can donate banked hours to any member of their choosing. 

● Non-members may shop under a member’s name only if the member is present in the store. 

 
Missing Work Shifts and Committee Work 

● Members who miss a store shift or cancel with less than 48 hours notice owe 8 hours in make-up 
shifts, 

● Members who miss two consecutive store shifts will have their status changed to “inactive.”* If 
they would like to re-activate their membership and be a member in good standing, they will have 
to email the Membership Committee to get another activation link, and sign up for 8 hours in 
make-up shifts. 

● Committees and their respective Co-Chairs determine internal Committee policies for dismissing 
Committee Members who fail to complete their Committee tasks. 

● Committees and their respective Co-Chairs determine internal Committee policies for dismissing 
Committee Members who fail to complete their Committee tasks.  

 
*Unless the Member has hours banked, then the status will change to ‘inactive’ once those hours are 
depleted. 
  
IV. Monthly Meetings 

Meeting Cycle 
● Committees Meetings are Coop’s primarily for exchanging information about the store and the 

Committees. This is the main place for discussions for all Members, and to help Committees 
prepare and workshop proposals for upcoming votes at General or Annual meetings. Committees 
Meetings take place in February, March, May, June, August, September, November, and 
December. 
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● General Meetings are larger, more formal meetings wherein Members may vote on any active 
proposals. General Meetings take place in January, July, and October. 

● Annual Meetings are Coop-wide meetings where Members define and review Coop goals, the 
Finance Committee presents the annual financial report, and Members vote on any active 
proposals and elect Board members. The Annual Meeting takes place each April. 

 

Proposals 

Members may bring to vote any proposals that concern the Membership’s pocketbooks, the bylaws or the 
overall structure of the Coop. Members are encouraged to work with a relevant Committee and attend 
Committee Meetings to discuss the proposal as it develops. Members are, however, also welcome to 
bring proposals up for a vote at the General and Annual Meetings individually.  

Proposals are made available to the Membership by the Governance Committee through the Coop’s 
designated communication channels well in advance of a Monthly Meeting.  

Voting  

Quorum: 40 members or 20% of the membership, whichever is less, must be present for a binding vote. 

Passing votes: If a quorum is present, a passing vote is 80% of the Members voting. 

Proxy voting: Online forms are made available at least a week before the meeting.  

Bylaws: The most recent version of the Coop’s bylaws is available at bushwickfoodcoop.org/bylaws. 

Votes: At the applicable meeting, votes are overseen and tabulated by a Governance Committee 
member. 

Meeting Etiquette 

● Add to Stack: Raise your hand to be added to the stack of speakers if you have something to 
add to the discussion. 

● Sparkly Hands: Wave your fingers in an upward sparkly fashion if you agree with a speaker but 
don’t have anything to add to the discussion.  

● Negative Sparkly Hands: Wave your fingers downwards if you disagree with a speaker but don’t 
have anything to add to the discussion. 

● Point of Order: Form a triangle with both your hands if you need to jump the stack in order to 
clarify a factual point. Example: if a Member says “we have 200 active members,” another 
Member may jump the stack for a “point of order” and clarify that “according to the latest numbers 
in the database we have 300 active members.” 

V. Committee Structures 
The Coop’s Committees have formed organically over time to delegate the work involved in carrying out 
the operations as the Membership and their demands have evolved. Committees are self-sustaining and 
determine how they organize themselves and how they accomplish their respective responsibilities 
outlined by the Membership. Committees are encouraged to share their records of decisions made and 
current operations to facilitate transparency and follow-up.  
  

Communications 
The Communications Committee works in partnership with all Members and Committees to ensure that 
information is quickly, transparently, and effectively shared within the Membership. From there, the Coop 
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can be extended to the larger community in order to promote the Coop’s mission, support the culture, and 
help local partners.  

Facilities 
The Facilities Committee oversees the upkeep and sourcing of the physical space in the Coop. The 
committee ensures that all equipment is in working condition and maintains the aesthetics, design, and 
construction of the store, keeping in mind the shopper's physical experience in the space. 

Finance 
The Finance Committee is the team that watches the Coop’s money flow. The Accounting Team 
maintains records and writes checks (among many other things). In both, The Finance Committee aims 
for optimally ethical treatment of all stakeholders (vendors, employees and members) while maintaining 
adherence to secure and transparent Generally Accepted Accounting Principles. 

Governance and Legal 
The Governance Committee oversees the Coop's decision-making procedures, ensuring that the 
organization is run in a democratic and efficient manner. This means facilitating meetings to ensure that 
everyone's voice is heard and that discussions are orderly and productive; communicating the 
decision-making process as well as decisions made to all coop members; over-seeing conflict resolution 
processes; and ensuring that bylaws are followed and up to date. 

Information Technology 
The IT Committee makes sure all tech systems remain functional, including but not limited to 
programming, POS/hardware interfacing, MySQL database, PHP programming, and hardware. 

Membership 
The Membership Committee works with members to encourage an active involvement in the Coop by 
administering the new member orientations and processing all questions regarding work shifts and 
member fees. All new members, members hours, and membership fees are recorded in the membership 
database. 

Outreach 
The Outreach Committee works to encourage new members to join the Coop, and to establish the Coop’s 
position in the Bushwick Community.  

Sourcing 
The Sourcing Committee is responsible for choosing food sources and which items go in the ordering 
system, writing descriptions in the ordering system and uploading the offerings. Sourcing also tallies 
orders and places the Coop’s orders with various farmers and distributors, providing the appropriate 
information, spreadsheets and contact lists for distribution day. Priorities are given to sources as local 
(within 450 miles) and organic as possible.  Sourcing also takes into account other product details like 
non-GMO ingredients, affordability, ethics, grass-fed products, and coops supporting coops. 
 
Store Management Team 
The Store Management Team are the paid employees of the Coop. At least one manager should be 
on-shift at the Coop at all times. Managers answer questions about in-store procedures, and are 
responsible for merchandising, opening/closing, and cleaning the store, among other day-to-day duties. 
For more information about store management policies, please see the Employment Manual. 
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VI. The Board of Directors  
The Board of Directors’ mission is to serve the Coop and the Membership by ensuring that the operations 
and purpose of the Coop are effectively carried out. The Board provides guidance and oversight for the 
overall functioning and business affairs of the Coop. The Board is responsible for all employment policies, 
including hiring employees, as well as delegating responsibilities to individual officers, and facilitating the 
formation and of new and existing Committees. As a last resort, if Committees consistently fail to 
accomplish their delegated responsibilities, the Board will be obliged to intervene by appointing new chair 
members to rebuild and resume the work of that Committee. In order to fulfill these responsibilities at a 
reasonable pace, the Board regularly engages with Committees, Members, and store managers, and 
conducts Board meetings at least once every three months.  
  
Board Meetings 
The Board is encouraged to meet at least monthly and announce their meetings at least one week in 
advance. The Board shares its internal functioning with the Membership by posting meeting minutes. 
 

VII. Resignations 
Board members and Committee Chairs are required to provide resignation notice at least two weeks 
before a Monthly Meeting, so that their duties may be adequately delegated to other Members.  

VIII. Working Together 

Equal Opportunity 
The Bushwick Food Cooperative is an equal opportunity organization and complies with all federal, state 
and local laws. The Coop prohibits and does not tolerate discrimination against members, employees, 
applicants or any other covered persons because of race, color, religion, creed, national origin or 
ancestry, ethnicity, sex, gender (including non conforming, transgender or transsexual individuals), age, 
physical or mental disability, citizenship, or any other characteristic protected under any applicable law. 
All Bushwick Food Cooperative employees and members are prohibited from engaging in unlawful 
discrimination. This policy applies to all terms and conditions of employment and membership including, 
but not limited to, hiring, training, promotion, discipline, compensation, and term of employment. 
  
The Bushwick Food Cooperative also complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act (the “ADA”), as 
amended, as well as with applicable state and local law. Reasonable accommodations will be supplied for 
qualified individuals unless so providing would create undue hardship for The Bushwick Food 
Cooperative. If you believe that you need an accommodation, you must request one from the Board of 
Directors. The request should describe the needed accommodation, the reason it is needed, and how it 
will help you perform essential functions of your duties as a member or employee. The Bushwick Food 
Cooperative is not required to make the specific accommodations requested, and may provide an 
alternative, effective accommodation. Determinations will be made on a case-by-case basis. 

Human Rights and Social Justice 
The Bushwick Food Coop prohibits unlawful harassment of its employees or members on the basis of 
his/her sex, gender, race, color, national origin, age, religion, disability, sexual orientation, or any other 
legally protected characteristic, and is committed to the prevention of such unlawful harassment in our 
store and in work-related, and member-related settings. Unlawful harassment means any unwelcome 
verbal, visual or physical conduct, comments, communications about, relating to or because of a person’s 
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sex, gender, race, color, national origin, age, religion, disability, sexual orientation, or any other legally 
protected characteristic. 
 
The above standard is applicable to unlawful harassment on any discriminatory basis. Because sexual 
harassment is often difficult to describe, particular attention is given to its definition. 
Sexually suggestive visual, verbal or physical conduct of any kind, even conduct which is intended as 
joking or teasing, is inappropriate in the store or any Coop-related settings and will not be tolerated. Each 
employee and member is expected to be sensitive to the issue of discrimination and harassment. 
Sexual harassment includes unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and any other 
conduct of a physical, verbal or visual nature, including degrading comments, offensive pranks, or 
sexually suggestive picture, where: 

● Submission to such conduct is made either explicitly or implicitly a term or condition of an 
individual’s employment or membership; 

● Submission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual is used as the basis for employment 
or membership decisions affecting such individual; 

● Such conduct has the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with an individual’s work 
performance or membership duties, or creating an intimidating, hostile or offensive work, 
membership or customer environment; or 

● Any activities deemed to be sexual harassment that do not fit into the above categories. 
● Unwelcome sexual conduct can include, but is not limited to, unwelcome sexual advances, 

abusive language or writing related to an individual’s sex, sexual orientation or sexual behavior 
outside the workplace, comments about an individual’s body, telling sexually oriented jokes or 
making sexually offensive comments or gestures or showing or displaying pornographic or 
sexually explicit objects in the workplace, including cartoons or pictures. Any employee or 
member who has questions about what constitutes inappropriate behavior in the store or 
work-related setting, should discuss his or her concerns with the Governance Committee. 

 
Conflict Resolution 
The Coop is not to act as a judge or arbiter. The most efficient, empowering, and cooperative method of 
solving conflicts must entail the solution coming from the parties themselves, with a third party acting only 
as a facilitator.  
 
Facilitator 
The role of facilitator in this method can be taken on by any third party not involved in the conflict; 
someone with whom both parties are comfortable. There may be two facilitators if appropriate. As the 
Governance Committee is the organ for facilitating meetings and other procedures, it might be natural that 
the role of the facilitator would fall upon one or more select members of the Governance Committee by 
default, but if, for any reason, an alternative third party is deemed better suited, that is acceptable as well.  
  
Conflict Resolution Policy 

● The affected parties state, in written form, their understanding of the conflict. This should include 
a description, as the parties understand it, of the events leading up to the conflict, their intentions 
behind the relevant events, their feelings about the events, any concerns and worries at present 
or about the future, and what they would need in order to feel better about the situation. The 
documents should be limited to approximately one page, and the facilitator can help to phrase or 
edit the document if needed. 
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● A meeting is set up with the affected parties and the third party representative to act as facilitator. 
The facilitator will read the statements, facilitating a conversation that will hopefully lead to 
resolution of the conflict. The facilitator should exemplify, and encourage the following things from 
both parties in their approach to the process: active listening, curiosity, openness, and mutual 
problem-solving. The facilitator should avoid and caution against blame, judgement, and 
assumptions. 

● It is possible that more than one meeting will be needed, or that a break in the meeting will be 
helpful, in order to effectively facilitate a better understanding of where each party is coming from, 
and to figure out what each person needs in order to feel comfortable with the situation. 

  

Disagreements between Committees 
If disagreement occurs between Committees over a non-personal issue, they should take the following 
steps before that concern is brought to a Committees Meeting or a proposal for the membership as a 
whole: 

1. Committee Members refer to this Manual and try to resolve the manner collaboratively. 
2. If a resolution is not found, a third party facilitator will mediate a policy discussion between the 

parties in conflict, following the conflict resolution process. 
3. If a resolution is still not found, the issue will be brought to a Committees Meeting and if 

necessary, a General Meeting for a membership vote. 
 

Appendix  

Employee Manual - TK  

Store Procedures - TK  

Store Policies - TK 

Rochdale Principles  
The Bushwick Food Cooperative is part of the larger global movement of cooperatives and strives to live 
by cooperative principles.  While updated by the International Co-operative Alliance in 1995, cooperatives 
trace the roots of these principles to the first modern cooperative founded in Rochdale, England in 1844. 
They are commonly known as the “Rochdale Principles”.  
 
1ST PRINCIPLE: VOLUNTARY AND OPEN MEMBERSHIP 
2ND PRINCIPLE: DEMOCRATIC MEMBER CONTROL 
3RD PRINCIPLE: MEMBER ECONOMIC PARTICIPATION 
4TH PRINCIPLE: AUTONOMY AND INDEPENDENCE 
5TH PRINCIPLE: EDUCATION, TRAINING AND INFORMATION 
6TH PRINCIPLE: CO-OPERATION AMONG CO-OPERATIVES 
7TH PRINCIPLE: CONCERN FOR COMMUNITY 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rochdale_Principles  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rochdale_Principles

